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Business Sense from Everyday Moms 

Version 1.02 
Business Sense from Everyday 
Moms 

 

 

ARRT Mentor ~ ______________________________ 

 

ARRT Buddie #1 ~ ___________________________ 

ARRT Buddie #2 ~ ___________________________ 

 

 

   

 



Question, what is the most valuable thing your mom taught you 
about business? 

Answers: 
1. Think Differently ~ 

2. Work Hard ~  

3. Give more than you receive~  

4. Don’t give up ~ Develops our brains, cognition, learning and memory. 

5. Learn from others mistakes ~  

6.  

7. Tips: 
While we are dealing with the brain, we’re not talking brain surgery or rocket science.  We don’t 
need an expert, a doctor or really anyone besides our ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT Buddies to apply 
what we will learn in this white paper.   

 

 

 

What do you get anxious about?   
 

Do you want to cure being anxious?  No really . . . do you 
want to be cured?   
 

Do we realize that you have the cure to being anxious right inside our own brain, 

with the most powerful chemicals / drug on the planet?   
 

We ask if you want to be cured from being anxious, because honestly, many people 

do not want to be cured.  Being anxious actually gives our brain a kick of the natural 

chemicals which give us a “natural high.”   We feel alive, we feel awakened, we feel 

like we care about something and the feeling of anxiety feels great to our brain.   
 

Mind Pathology   
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Mind Pathology is really a simple concept in that it’s “How we think.”  From the 

time we were conceived to where we are today, we have created a mind path, a 

way of thinking.  
 

Much of our mind pathology comes from the frequency of our personality while 

other parts of how we think come from our parents, friends, teachers and other 

people of influence in our lives.   

 

Changing Our Pathology   

Changing how we think, how the chemicals respond in our brain may be one of the 

hardest things for a human being to do.   

 

In this white paper we will use The Discovery Learning model along with 

Engineered CLARITY model to assist you to change your mind pathology about 

anxiety, stress, depression, despondency, a loss of hope and/or any other mind 

pathology. 
 

  

In our decades of research in this, The Engineered CLARITY model is not only the 

easiest to understand but also the most comprehensive. 

 

10 pretty simple words and 8 steps make this a model that will help most people 

who desire to be helped to be not only be helped but to be HEALED.   
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The medical community along with pharmaceutical companies seek to develop 

medicine / drugs, psychology, religions and others seek to also help us to change 

our mind pathologies, how we think. 
 

Sadly, even when this does seem to help us in the short term, it does not heal us 

which means we need to continue to see ongoing additional help from whoever is 

offering us help.  Cynical individuals would say that anyone gaining money as a 

result of a mind pathology, may not seek to heal us quickly but the longer they can 

help us the more money and/or dependence we have on them.   

 

Unfortunately, the responses to these types of discussion are not a sincere desire 

to have an open discussion.  If we were all to have a mind pathology that very few 

things in life are 100% true or 100% false but a wide variation between 1% and 

99%.  Individuals who like to make things black or white, not always true, not 

always false tend to either be manipulators, lazy or have a mind pathology that may 

be a bit lazy.   
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

 

Directions 
Stephen Covey shares, in 7 Habits Of Highly Effective People, “Start with the end in 

mind” which is where we will start.  The center of the model is the “Results” we will 

obtain. 
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Step 8:  What “Results” Do I Want? 

Think into the future and what do you see your life being like without anxiety or whatever you are 
facing.  SEE what happens in your life?  HEAR what you / others are saying.  FEEL what your 
feelings are and the feelings of others are.  Talk with our ARRT Mentor (see Q&A) if needed and 
write down all the thoughts you have in our hardbound journal.   

 

 

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

 

Step 1:  Ask The Right Questions? 

Our minds, our brains are the most interesting and maybe most complex creation maybe in the 
entire universe.   What’s interesting is that we often know the answers, we just don’t know the 
questions we should be asking.  This is where are ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT Buddies and maybe an 
entire ARRT Tree / community can help us.  What questions should we be asking that we’re not? 
Show others the results we desire and then get their feedback on what types of questions maybe 
would be good questions for us to ask.  

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

 

Step 2:  Listen 

We often think we’re listening when in fact we really aren’t.  Our mind pathology will often hear 
certain frequencies, but won’t hear other frequencies.   Often people who think very differently 
than we do will not share what they are hearing? 

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

 

Step 3:  SEE 

With the mind pathology, the ways of thinking that we have come to accept within ourselves, we 
often do not SEE what we do not want to SEE or maybe we CAN NOT SEE what is needed to see. 
Albert Einstein shared “You can never solve a problem on the level on which it was created.”  We 
create our own problems, based on how we think and to solve our own problems, at a core level, 
we need to learn to think differently.  To do that we need to learn to SEE differently.   What are 
new ways of SEEING  things? 
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_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

Step 4:  TRUE Intentions  

We as human beings are often kind of delusionary about how we think and unaware as to how 
many forces around us are seeking to get us to either think like they think or to think in a way 
where we think we are being served well, but in reality someone is manipulating us in a way that 
serves others, but not ourselves.  Dig deep on this one and work with your ARRT Mentor and your 
2 ARRT Buddies to figure out your own TRUE Intentions.   

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

 

Step 5: THINK 

Our mind pathology can be very tricky with us making us think we’re thinking differently, when in 
fact we are not.  We at times think others care for us when they do not, and don’t think people care 
for us when they do.  We think we take personal ownership, when in fact, we might not so much.   
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We think that our way of thinking is the right / best way of thinking, when it in fact it’s what got us 
to where we are now.   We think that if others would change how they think our anxiety would be 
different, rather than taking personal ownership.  Talk with your ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT 
Buddies about how we can Think in ways we have not in the past.   Here is an interesting exercise. 
Write down all the amazing things you gain from anxiety and/or the positive of having anxiety. 
HINT:  One positive is that it shows we care.  If we didn’t care about something or someone we 
wouldn’t have any anxiety.  :-) 

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

 

 

Write down any other thoughts you have on the first 5 Steps. 
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Step 6: Capabilities 

With anxiety and/or any other mind pathology we often think we are alone when in face we are 
not.  When we seek help, we often think those we trust / hope will help us, often seem to hurt us 
instead.  Are ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT Buddies, our entire ARRT community and really everyone 
in our lives could give us additional capabilities.  Who are some of the people in my life who I may 
not be fully using their capabilities as I could be?  

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

  

Step 7:  Internalization 

Have you ever had someone say “I get it.” or “I understand what what you are saying or going 
through.” when you’re pretty sure that they do not?  Have you ever said this yourself to a teacher, 
friend and loved one where you thought you understood what they were saying, when in fact, later 
you discovered that you only understood a very small part of what they were saying?  List some 
examples of when this has happened to you. 

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
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List out ways which you believe you will be able to better internalize things and do so  faster.   

 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________ 

 

The Q&A will take it from here.  :-)   If you have completed all the questions, you are 

on your path to healing.  Remember that we didn’t get where we are at overnight in 

our mind pathology, we are probably not going to change our mind pathology 

overnight as well.  It will take time and a lot of hard work . . . but as long as we keep 

our eyes on the “prize” on Step 8, our desired outcome / result, we will not give up, 

we will continue to press forward.   

 

 

 

    Engineered CLARITY  

+ Discovery Learning  

= Your Healing 
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We encourage you to print this white paper out and then work on 
this along with the person who passed this along to you.  

 

If you have any questions please feel free to connect with the 
person who invited you introduce you to this white paper or you 
may call or text: 

 

630.649.4059 

Toll Free:  888.230.2300 
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Let’s Do Something Fun Together 

Hmmmm . . .  

1 to 10, with 10 being the highest level anxiety 

____ 1. On a monthly basis how HIGH can your anxiety level go?  

____ 2. On a monthly basis how LOW can your anxiety level go?  

____ 3. How would you rate your AVERAGE level of anxiety?  

 

4.  When it’s HIGH, can you think of any patterns as to why it may be 

high?  

 

 

5.  When it’s LOW, can you think of any patterns as to why it may be 

low? 

 

 

6.  Would you say, you have a high roller coaster of anxiety or low and 

any thoughts as to why? 
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Q&A  
Question 01 ~ What about Step 8: DO 

Answer ~ Great question.  If we have done the other 7 
Steps then Step 8: DO will take care of itself.  If we do 
not Take Action / DO something then we know we 
haven’t internalized things well. 

 

Step 8: DO 

When we properly internalize things we will 
automatically DO, take action on whatever it is we 
are setting out to do.  What’s great about taking 
action vs. thinking or talking is that even if what we 
are doing, doesn’t work, which is often the case, we 
are still learning.   

 

Much of anxiety, comes from a feeling of “having no control” or no ability to influence the outcome. 
When we take action, that action often doesn’t work as we want it to work, but what’s strange, is 
that’s alright as our mind pathology starts to be altered.   

 

It’s like us going through the forest and we tend to take the same path over and over again and 
again.  Often we take the wrong path again and again and end up “falling off the cliff” so to speak 
again and again.  What creates anxiety is that we know that we’re going to fall off the cliff but we 
don’t know any other way to think so we continue on the same mind path(ology) which creates 
anxiety. 

 

What’s very strange about our minds is that when we choose another path and it might lead to 
falling off a larger cliff, but, even when that happens, the mind can get excited because it’s a new 
path.  While it may not work and may even work worse, we gain the freedom to realize that we are 
free to continue to choose different paths until we find the right one.   

 

www.Life-GPS.com and www.DNAforPEOPLE.com help us to understand how the different 
personality types / frequencies tend to think and why each one will fall off the cliff.  This helps us to 
think different because maybe we’re on the right path, and in SEEING something differently , 
THINKING differently, gaining new CAPABILITIES and/or better INTERNALIZATION of things we 
will learn not fall off the cliff this time OR we could take a different path.   
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Question 02 ~ How does Discovery Learning play into this? 

Answer ~ Discovery Learning is a process through Life Masteries Institute which is a non profit 
organization which helps is to, in a way, go back in time to when we are a toddler and learning so 
much and doing it so quickly.   

 

Through Engineered CLARITY we are able to quickly identify where the challenges are with 
anxiety and other mind pathology challenges and through Discovery Learning, we are able to map 
out a plan, a path to quickly start the healing process.   

 

Question 03 ~ How does anxiety connect into depression and other 

mind pathology challenges? 

Answer ~ It seems like there is a degree or spectrum that we travel and if we do not respond 
properly to one level, then it seems we often progress to the next level.  With anything there is 
good and bad.  Good anxiety, causes us to gain greater focus, attention and drive things through 
which will help us in one way or another.   Good anxiety, takes energy away from us, but will give 
us more energy than what it takes. 

 

Bad anxiety, on the other hand is anxiety that we have that is not healthy for us and robs us from 
peace, joy and love.  Talk to your ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT Buddies about The NEXT Dimensional 
principle and how something we are anxious about today, may not be good anxiety, but being 
anxious about the same things tomorrow could be a good thing.   

 

Good Anxiety ~ Being aware and/or concerned about something we should be concerned for and 
we have the ability to do something about it. 

Bad Anxiety ~ Being overly concerned, things that we really have no control over and it drains our 
focus, energy and passion about things that we should be focused on.   
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Question 04 ~ What is ARRT and how will it help me with anxiety? 

Answer ~ ARRT = Atomic Ripple Reaction Principle ~ It is a system by which we are able to get 
help, input, support and assistance from an ARRT Mentor and then help 2 ARRT Buddies.  

 

The simple answer is that we all need someone to mentor us through this process and that’s called 
an ARRT Mentor.   We then select or are given 2 ARRT Buddies where we can help them as we 
have been helped.  What’s interesting is that we initially think that our ARRT Mentor will help us 
obviously far more than our 2 ARRT Buddies would, but this is not the case in most situations.   

 

It seems for most people that healing from Anxiety comes more from focused on helping others 
than when we focus on it ourselves.  Think about it, it kind of makes sense as the same thing is true 
about depression.  In depression, we often become self centered as we feel we’re drowning and we 
panic, become more focused on ourselves and we tend to continue to spiral down. 

 

When we’re focused on helping others to heal, it seems that we give our 2 ARRT Buddies the most 
amazing advice, oten advice, that we should take ourselves.  :-)   In helping others to heal we often 
find ourselves being healed.   

 

Here is a website which goes into more details on all the different aspects of ARRT.  

     > https://www.thewizardslife.com/wizard-arrt 
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Would you like to become a black belt Wizard/ess in anxiety? 
The following Color Belt System is for our Internalizing 
Anxiety mastermind group.  To get additional information for 
being a part of this mastermind group go to: 
   ~ https://www.thewizardslife.com/wizards-anxiety 

 
White Belt ~ Show Up & Play 

❏ 1. Print out white paper and put in 3-ring binder.  
 
Yellow Belt ~ Be Consistent & Disciplined 

❏ 1. Read white paper and complete exercise. 
 
Orange Belt ~ Become an ARRT Mentor 

❏ 1. Internalize the white paper and realize the good of anxiety and help 
your 2 ARRT Buddies do the same.  

 
Green Belt ~ Recruiting master 

❏ 1. Seek to help two others who have anxiety on a consistent basis.  
 
Blue Belt ~ Master DNA for PEOPLE  

❏ 1. Take course in Personality Masteries and deeply understand self 
and how different personalities have anxiety. 

 
Red Belt ~ Master DNA for BUSINESS 

❏ 1. Learn how to turn my anxiety into financial gain for myself and 
others around me. 

 
Brown Belt ~ Master DNA for LIFE 

❏ 1. Embrace anxiety as a wonderful gift and something I never want to 
lose and start my own / HOST “Internalizing Anxiety” mastermind group. 

 
Black Belt ~ Start, fill and run more than 3 groups at same time 

❏ 1. Help those in ARRT mastermind group start their own groups. 
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Question 05 ~ Is there true healing?  How is this connected to 

Personality Masteries / our frequency?   

Answer ~ Yes, there can be true healing, but with that being said, it’s something that if we do not 
keep up on our new mind pathology, we will slip back into our old way of thinking.  It’s something 
that we will often find we’re slipping back every day and then over time it will move out to weekly 
monthly and even yearly or even every three to five years.   
 

We often become sloppy and it takes work and discipline in keeping our mind pathology working 
as it should.  Once we have it “working” we need to make sure we are clear in writing it down, 
making sure we have the model which works for us so we can make sure we never stray to far from 
the model.   
 

Personality Masteries is an amazing science where can have our personality identified in 17 
seconds ~ www.Life-GPS.org and magical things will happen.  Each of the four main personality 
types will be anxious for very different reasons.  Learning our personality, our frequency, helps us 
to discover, at a core why we are anxious and spot it before it happens so when life throws 
something at us we understand how to respond with the most effective mind pathology.  In so 
many ways this is very simple and easy, but with 65,536 possible combinations there is also 
complexity in helping each individual develop their own mind pathology which works best for 
them.   

 

Working It Out . . . HEALING. 

A. What is the thing in my life which has caused the most pain? 

 

 

B. What are the GREAT things which have come from that pain? 

 

 

C. How can I learn to think differently about that pain / situation? 

 

 

It seems, that when we have the mental ability, the mental discipline to learn to see the good 
things which have come from the bad things, the hard things, we are healed rather than helped. 
The good can far outweigh the bad and that is when healing occurs.   
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Question 06 ~ How do I handle anxiety if my co-workers, friends, family, 

children and/or spouse cause me anxiety? 

Answer ~ Great question!  Actually, the truth is that no one can cause anyone else anxiety as 
anxiety is a response to an external situation where we internalize the feeling to one’s self. 
Sometimes that internalization, i.e. anxiety is good and other times it’s not good.   
 

In most situations, anxiety comes from the core pain from our personality / frequency.  We tend to 
like people who are like us and fall in love with those who are opposite.  This will almost always 
create a great deal of anxiety.  Learning to face this properly is the key to success. 
 

The challenge in this is that often we or those around us are very manipulative . . . not in a good 
way either.  Often we or those around us are somewhat delusional in that we / others think we / 
they are generous, considerate, smart, giving, charming . . . etc.  What’s funny is that people 
actually do buy into their own press releases in spite of all the contrary evidence.   The challenge is 
that those around us are often sloppy, lazy, undisciplined and pathetic and refused to acknowledge 
it.  What’s strange, but often true is that they feign ignorance.  How can you tell if someone is 
pretending to be stupid or just plain stupid?  Great question.   
 

If you can get those around you to read and discuss this white paper and have challenging 
conversations they they may really be stupid . . . or maybe you / we are?  :-)  If someone refuses to 
read or discuss things then, it would seem that they are pretending, faking their persona and they 
fear being “outed” because they like the relationship as it is.   

 

It’s very much like children who break the dishes, seemingly on purpose to get out of doing the 
dishes.  Some people actually get themselves and you into situations because they know that the 
anxiety they create for you, will give them something they want.   The first phase in curing this is to 
go through Phase 1 ~ Thinking Differently in the white paper library.   

    > https://solutions.dnaforsuccess.com/white-paper-library 

Phase 1 will help people to realize that they aren’t that caring and selfless, they aren’t that 
consistent and committed, driven or disciplined, aren’t clear with their communications, aren’t 
that strong or open and aren’t very good students.   

> SEE . . . when you learn to master the six concepts in Phase 1, this will cause those around you 
who think they are something they are not a great deal of anxiety, because you’ll start to see 
through their antics and call them out for who they are.  DO NOT think of this as payback :-), think 
of this as a way toward mutual enlightenment.  :-)  
 

Phase 2 ~ Income Machine is how to turn your talents, gifts, passions into financial gain.  There is 
much anxiety around money so when we learn how to gain control over the discipline of  earning, 
spending and investing financially, we LEVERAGE anxiety in the financial area for our own benefit. 

 

Phase 3 ~ Passions & Life Vision empowers us to raise above everything and discover, our life 
vision, why we were put on this planet.   
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Phase 4 ~ My Biggest Challenge Is Me will help us to realize the truth in ourselves and those 
around us.  Often we are anxious for things because those around us are not.  There are many 
reasons for people not being anxious, but one of the big ones is sexual abuse as a child by someone 
who is father / parent, family member or close friend.  
 

As children, our brains are still forming, our mind pathology is still forming, meaning that the 
synopsis inside our brains are still being  connected.  Sexual abuse can cause synoposes in our 
brain not to connect which can cause us not to develop certain “normal” senses, mind pathology to 
be formed.  What this means is that those who were sexually abused as a child may not be anxious 
when they should be so it not only hurts them but those around them as well. 
 

Now this gets very tricky, because it can also connect synopsis which create a mind pathology of 
the sexually abused victim where they learn, maybe even at a subconscious level how to 
manipulate people.  If someone isn’t willing to talk about sexual abuse (what has happened to them 
or what they have done to others) then there isn’t true healing.   
 

It seems that often, the mind pathology can get a bit messed up where those of us who were 
sexually abused may be anxious about things we shouldn’t be and not anxious about things we 
should be.  Healing comes from healthy and open conversations about this. 

 

Phase 5 ~ Family & Relationships is an exciting phase in the white paper library to go through as 
we learn about ourselves and those around us.  Our parents, our siblings and everyone around us 
affects us as we also affect others.  Learning to SEE things clearly, not as we wish to see them but 
as they really are, is so very important to our mental health and our overall ability to achieve what 
we were put on this planet to achieve.   

 

Working It Out . . . HEALING. 

A. Name the individuals who seem to trigger the most anxiety. 

 

B. What are the triggers . . . those things which seem to trigger anxiety? 

 

C. How could you SEE those things in a different way? 

 

D. How could you help those individuals to learn to see how it’s not in 

their best interest to continue those triggers? 
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Question 07 ~ Is there a online course I can take on this? 

Answer ~ Great question!  There is actually a 7 week course which is really reasonable priced 
because it’s offered through a non profit organization.   It’s a $750 course actually but to insure 
that anyone / everyone can afford it, Life Masteries Institute has priced it only at $35.  If you are 
able to give more we encourage that as it will help other individuals, throughout the world to be 
healed from anxiety.   

 

7 Lessons 

1. The wonderful gift of anxiety 

2. Learning the power of anxiety 

3. Control it . . . so doesn’t control me 

4. Anxiety and time / pressure 

5. Anxiety and money 

6. Help vs. Healing 

7. The NEXT Step 
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7 Lessons ~ Overview  

 

1. The wonderful gift of anxiety 

 

2. Learning the power of anxiety 

 

3. Control it . . . so doesn’t control me 

 

4. Anxiety and time / pressure 

 

5. Anxiety and money 

 

6. Help vs. Healing 

 

7. The NEXT Step 
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NOTE:  If you have other questions, please feel free to share them 

and/or if you would like the following questions answered encourage 

that to be done.  :-) 

 

Question 08 ~ How do I actually go about Internalizing something? 

Answer ~  

 

Question 09 ~ How do I go about being able to see things I don’t see 

now or am not able to see because of my frequency? 

Answer ~  

 

Question 10 ~ How can Pain be disguised as Hope so people run 

towards Pain instead of “hope”? 

Answer ~  

 

“Leadership Lessons From Moms”  

Version 1.01 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

____ 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest how would you rate 
your leadership skills?   ___/___/_____ 
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Authors 

Rosanna Boersma 
Nancy Virts 

Jillana Sauder 
Jennifer Tibbs 

 
 
Can we do a quick test?  :-)  
 
What do you believe the most important aspect of being a           
leader / a teacher? 
 
It’s interesting . . . having a degree in elementary education . . .              
being in education for over three decades, having seven children          
and five grandchildren, it took me all these years to discover           
something very profound . . . and simple.  
 
Being a great teacher . . . is learning to be a great student . . . and                  
everything I’ve learned about being a great student / teacher has direct            
correlation to being a leader in business and/or community based          
organizations.  
 
In teachers lounges all around the world, teachers joke         
about how “teachers aren’t very good students.” It’s sad         
actually as it’s no joking matter. I believe that you can’t           
be a great teacher if you’re not a great student.  
 
I personally am very new to business in spite of having a            
husband who is an entrepreneur and having all seven of          
my children who also own their own companies. I         
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wonder . . . if me being a teacher, being a wife and a mother has helped my                  
husband and children learn valuable lessons that other business owners and           
leaders could learn from.  
 
My husband, children and many friends have encouraged me to write a book for              
years and I’ve just never felt comfortable in doing so. I wonder . . . if lacking                 
confidence is a good or bad thing . . . or maybe both? I’ve decided to connect                 
with three other women, teachers, mothers and wives to co-author this white            
paper as my passion . . . for you the reader . . . is the same passion I have for                     
each of my children . . . is for you to discover your Life Vision, the reason you                  
were put on this planet . . . and then live that vision each and every day. 
 
 
Sharing & Giving . . .  
I believe a great business leader is sharing and I encourage you to share this               
white paper with everyone you know. One of things that touch my heart, at the               
deepest level is when my children would share with one another. What’s            
interesting is, that it’s even more touching now than ever before. There are so              
many memories of GingerAnne ~ 29, Jonathan ~ 27, Melissa ~ 26, Katrina ~ 23,               
Angela ~ 21, Benjamin ~ 19 and Tim ~ 16 sharing and giving when they were                
younger to one another. I now gain so much joy and pleasure in seeing my               
grandchildren learning to share and give. 
 
I wonder . . . if in today’s dog eat dog, business environment if it’s harder for                 
adults to share and give than it is for children? I wonder . . . if what those who                   
think they are big in sharing and giving may be the most selfish of all?  
 
Alan Stein, my grandson Danny at the age of 4          
years old and two other children under the age of 5           
co-authored a book “How To Be The Best Student         
In The World . . . In Everything” and I learned so            
much! I thought Alan was sharing and giving this         
amazing gift to three young authors . . . but then           
realized through Alan’s example that it was really        
the young children and their moms who were        
sharing and giving so much to others.  
   ~ http://dnaforlife-laws.com/e-book/best-student 
 
Humble & Curious . . .  
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Servant Leadership is a great concept . . . but what does that really mean? My                
husband has been blessed to be an international speaker and author and in             
many ways he should be the one writing this book. For our 33 years of marriage                
and 29 years of having children and grandchildren I’ve seen him solve the most              
complex business challenges / problems directly from lessons he’s learned from           
myself and our children.  
 
I fondly say that he’s really like a three year old boy where he’s so curious about                 
everything and over the years has learned some of the most life changing,             
business changing lessons from young children and from those who have no            
formal education. I’ve often wondered how a man who has three college            
degrees . . . in some ways . . . downplays those degrees so much and every day                  
seems to be a student.  
My Story Is . . . What’s Yours? 
I so enjoy reading Sheryl Sandberg’s book Lean In as it reveals so many things               
not only for women but also for men in business. I laugh when I see university                
studies which share that boys and girls are very different. Hmmm . . . who would                
have ever known. I could have saved universities a lot of money having three              
boys and four girls if they would have just asked. 
 
I was the first individual on my mom or dad’s side who graduated from high               
school. I knew from a very little girl that I wanted to be a teacher. My hearts                 
desires were to be a wife and a mother and to impact the lives of others.  
 
Honestly . . . until recently . . . I wasn’t really interested in business. I was                 
passionate about education and mostly early education. It seems to me that . . .               
in a weird way, the longer our children are in school the more we teach them not                 
to be great students. It seems to me that the arrogance of our educational              
system is so strong and we are producing an increasingly week product,            
students.  
 
We all have the most amazing story in the world . . . and as leaders, I believe we                   
are responsible to help draw that story out of all those we lead.  
 
1. Write down your life story and then write a one sentence            
summary. 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
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_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 
I believe that leaders in business have to often clean up what we as moms and                
dads and the educational system have failed in producing and I feel the need to               
apologize. I am deeply sorry! I would like this white paper to be the start of                
something which will transform education around the world and if the educational            
system won’t do it, if our government won’t do it, then we’ll take our message               
directly to business, because business owners will make it happen . . . because              
they have to! Help three other people around you to read this white paper and               
write out their life story.  
 
Take Personal Ownership 
My personality is a deep Amiable as a primary personality with some analytic and              
some expressive. I don’t have much driver personality in me which is why I              
married my husband.  He provides that for me, our children and others.  :-)  
 
What’s interesting is how many people think and say how nice of a person they               
think I am. In a way, I guess that is true. If you had me as your kindergarten                  
teacher . . . you probably would have loved me. I would have hugged you, I                
would have made you laugh and smile, I would have encouraged you to be the               
best you could be. If you were stubborn . . . not a problem because I would have                  
been more stubborn and you would have never known it . . . based on my smile                 
and how I would have come beside you and helped you to learn.  
 
One of my greatest weaknesses that a few people know about me is that I have                
the hardest time taking personally ownership for myself, my loved ones and            
those around me. It almost seems like I have a reflex response to explain              
myself, come up with reasons why I / others aren’t performing up to standards              
and “The reasoning” behind why people make mistakes.  
 
As a leader in business people like me because I am a servant leader and an                
encourager. Often people don’t like my husband because he’s direct, doesn’t           
make excuses for himself or those around him. I’ve noticed that my children, at              
times, make excuses for their poor choices and I often support their way of              
thinking. I am sorry to every business owner and leader for my contribution to              
making what you do harder. At times, in my pursuit to be an encourager, I’ve               
become an enabler and not taught those I teach / lead how to take ownership. I                
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have been a bad leader and this book is as much to help me as it is to help                   
others.  
 
2. Where as a leader am I not taking personal ownership? 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
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The truth is that most people do not want to change their lives forever.              
What is your biggest challenge / problem . . . do you want to find a solution                 
to your problems? Most people will say “Yes, of course I do!” but the truth               
is that most people actually don’t want a solution.  
 
You may be reading this white paper because someone recommended it to you,             
or maybe required you to read it, or more maybe you realize you struggle with               
motivation and/or maybe you are reading it in the hopes of helping someone else              
become motivated. Whatever your motivation is for reading this white paper, we            
embrace that reason and we have a passion / motivation to assist you with              
strong follow through on what you will learn as a result of reading this white               
paper. 
 
Definition of motivation:  
The act or process of giving someone a reason for doing something : the act or                
process of motivating someone. : the condition of being eager to act or work : the                
condition of being motivated. : a force or influence that causes someone to do              
something. 
 
1. Write down what you would like to be more motivated to do. 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
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What are the benefits of NOT being motivated? 
 

We’ve only met one person in the world who has asked the above question. He               
shared something deeply profound. “The benefit of not being motivated          
is that we get a chance to exercise and strengthen our self            
discipline muscle.”   
 
2. What would your life be like if you were motivated? 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 
 

Think about it . . . “If we’re motivated, we really don’t need self discipline,               
because we’ll just do what feels good.” If we spend most of our lives as children                
doing only those things we’re motivated to do, we’ll never develop the self             
discipline muscle’s we need to achieve success or really even feel good about             
ourselves.  We become entitled and self absorbed.  
 
Hmmm, isn’t this most interesting . . . we wonder . . . what if . . . starting as a                     
child our parents, then our teachers and others around us are always seeking to              
motivate us? When we get a job, what will we expect? We expect the boss or                
our company or someone else to motivate us . . . because we don’t know how to                 
motivate ourselves.  
 
It seems . . . maybe that everything BIG . . . big media, government, business,                
medical and even big religion . . . tell us that we should feel good about ourselves                 
and if you “join us” that we’ll all feel good together. A great book on this was                 
written by a 15 year old young man . . . “The Art Of Seduction Of The Masses.”  
  > www.SeductionOfTheMasses.com 
 
We’re told from a young age that we’re amazing . . . even without working to be                 
amazing. We’re given medals for just being in the race. We go from one grade               
to the next without doing the required work because we don’t want to make              
anyone feel bad, demotivate them, cause the stress or create any type of             
frustration for the individual . . . as this will lead to depression. Hmmm, why are                
people more depressed now than ever before? Hmmm, maybe it’s because           
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there is a great deal of money to be made in medicine, counseling, being part of                
any group who can motivate us / make us feel good about ourselves without us               
really doing any of the hard work. 
 
And then . . . surprise, surprise, surprise . . . we feel bad about ourselves and get                  
depressed. When we get depressed about being lazy, sloppy, undisciplined and           
pathetic . . . i.e. we lack motivation then we pump ourselves up with tons of                
energy drink and joke about how we need our morning coffee to function?  
 
The coffee and the packed full of sugar energy drinks motivate us and we “feel               
great about ourselves. We read motivating books and pump in quotes to our             
heads to motivate us . . . rather than . . . working hard, accomplishing something                
and discovering that hmmmm, maybe true last deep motivation comes from           
doing things that we don’t like, we don’t enjoy, we aren’t even good at it? But                
who would pay to go to an event where this truth was told or who would pay for a                   
book, or tapes and coaching / consulting where we had to take personal             
ownership and work hard to be motivated.  That makes no sense!  
 
~ Thinking Differently: www.dnaforsuccess.com/video-trailer-library/thinking-differently 
 
3. Watch “Thinking Different” video and write down thoughts. 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 
We then get more and more depressed and our close and loving friends tell us               
that we need to go a doctor and the very educated and caring, wise and insightful                
doctor examines us and discover that we’re depressed so they then prescribe            
medication which will quickly and easily make us feel good . . . motivated. 
Funny thing is . . . that we have to go back to the doctor again . . . because the                     
medication is no longer working as it use to and so the wise, expert doctor then                
prescribes even more powerful medicine and wow, we then feel good / motivated             
again. Now . . . just to be very clear as there may be some people reading this                  
white paper that would infer that the BIG medicine / doctors and the hospitals are               
doing this just to make money . . . and that is not what we are saying at all!  
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Some might think that we’re saying that the media is clueless as to not report this                
and that the media likes drama and allows this to just sell papers and reporting               
on radio and TV how messed up people are so they create validity for their jobs                
and are all about making money. This is not the case at all and we would never                 
imply this! 
 
Some might be thinking we’re saying BIG government actually encourages this           
because then it’s all about the money and the more messed up people are, the               
more unmotivated people are the less they will question all the experts. Again,             
that is not at all what we are saying!  
 
We know that all types of people will be reading his white paper and sharing it                
with everyone they know . . . if for no other reason . . . just to get a laugh out of                      
people . . . we do need to make sure we cover educators as well. Educators are                 
the reason this country is great! They are responsible for all the successes that              
people have because they taught the kids what they know and they deserve the              
credit. Hmmm, strange question . . . which never should be asked . . . but since                 
there are not stupid questions in education right . . . “If the educators are taking                
credit for the success then shouldn’t they take credit for the failures as well?” Did               
you notice we put it in grey lettering hoping that we wouldn’t offend anyone and               
maybe it’s invisible. BIG labor / unions in education are all about the children              
and unions / big education knows that the only reason we’re asking for more              
money for the teachers, and crazy pension plans that aren’t available anywhere            
other than government . . . that’s all about the kids as well . . . because everyone                  
knows that teachers are only about helping the kids and 0% interested in the              
money but you can’t expect a teacher to be motivated to do a great job unless                
their classroom sizes are small, they earn more money and have greater            
security, little risks, three months off . . .  
 
Teachers teach the kids to stand up to bullies but will teachers stand up to BIG                
unions and throw them out? Will are so amazing . . . so good . . . so why                   
wouldn’t the embrace competition of charter schools if they are so confident?  
 
Some really crazy people will go so far as to say that even community based               
organization and even churches feed for people’s troubles, problems and that           
people will give more money! NO again we say NO that is not what we’re saying!                
There is no way that the nice people who serve in community based             
organizations and churches / anything religious would ever be interested in           
money.  That is not possible!  Not even 1% true!  
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Have you found it as interesting as we do . . . where people don’t hear / read the                   
words we’re saying, they insert words and meanings that we aren’t saying and             
don’t hear what we are saying?  Crazy . . . right? 
 
If you the crazy type and what a good laugh . . . pass this white paper along to                   
anyone in leadership of anything BIG and share with them that they should read              
this white paper and share it with everyone they influence as it will help those               
people they are leading and then give them a big smile. If they come back to you                 
upset and tell you that you better not share this with anyone in “their group” just                
smile and say . . . “I’m sorry (big smile) I’m not sure what you mean? I’m                 
innocent!”  It’s the funniest thing that will happen.  :-)  
 
You know . . . how do we get rid of all the evil business owners? If they just                   
didn’t produce so much economic benefit which support BIG government,          
medical, labor, education, community / churches . . . hmmm, we do seem to need               
them but let’s put it on them. Let’s put more regulation, give the non motivated               
people they get more rights, more time off, more reasons to not produce and              
then let the business owner figure it all out and clean up the mess. After all they                 
often only work 80 hours a week, risk everything, often make less than the lowest               
paid employee . . . but since they are just money hungry, self centered and self                
serving people . . . let’s all stick it to them.  They can take it!  
 
TIP: If you have been offended by this white paper . . . please don’t. Just have a                  
sense of humor and take whatever % applied and let go of the rest. You may                
want to consider sharing this with everyone you lead . . . because if you do . . .                   
and you’re part of one of the groups being shared . . . they will think you’re                 
confident and can laugh at yourself. :-) They’re going to get it anyway . . . why                 
not have it come from you?  :-)  Have a sense of humor!  :-)  
  
4. What do you think about what has been shared this far? 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________ 
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Well . . . if the above groups aren’t the cause of it . . . and we know they have 0%                      
contribution to the problem of a lack of motivation . . . who’s fault is it? We all                  
know it can’t be the individual’s responsibility . . . so who’s fault is it?  
 
Hmmmm . . . of course . . . what took us so long to come up with who’s fault it is.                      
It’s the owners of businesses. They are the money hungry, selfish, self centered             
people. The business owner is in it 100% for themselves and all about the              
money.  
 
Jim Rohn shared “I don’t know how to motivate people          
so I find motivated people.” When a young girl who was           
7 years old was asked how to motivate people she said .            
. . “Hmmmm, Uncle Mark, in Girl Scouts, they motivate          
us by telling us stories.”  
 
Think about that for a moment! How much mental work          
did that 7 year old girl have to go through to come up             
with that. She processed all that in less than three          
seconds. She had to know what motivation was, she had to think about how it               
applied to her, she then had to come up with a story that applied and then she                 
had to figure out what the core reason was to motivation.  
 
She didn’t even   
know who Jim Rohn    
was, probably  
hadn’t listened to   
very many  
motivational tapes,  
go to any   
motivational 
seminars and she   
was able to help us     
understand one  
secret to motivation   
of people.  
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Let’s start out with something simple that we have no motivation to do.             
:-) Let’s read five white papers, one a day for a week and see if by                
taking 10 minutes a day to discipline ourselves to do something which            
will bring us to a new level of success . . . will that motivate us? 
 
We’ll give you a little encouragement . . . :-) . . . the first white paper is Wii-FM,                   
what’s in it for me and helps us to learn how to be selfish in a selfless way.  :-)  
 

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/success/system/member 
 
 

Questions . . . Need Help . . . 
 

Please feel free to call the individual you passed this along to you             
and/or feel free to call 888.230.2300 or 630.393.9909.  
 
Great Websites . . .  
  > 30 Minute Gift Strategy Session: www.DNAforSuccess.com/examination/30min-strategy 

   > 7 Steps To Success: www.DNAforSuccess.com/7-steps-to-success 
   > White paper library:  www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff 
   > Video library: www.DNAforLife-laws.com/career-success 
   > www.DNAforSuccess.com  
 
Pay It Forward  
If this white paper was helpful please share this with others and            
considering making a generous contribution to help single moms and          
kids at risk.  www.dnaforlife-laws.com/pay-it-forward 
 
Other great white papers:  www.DNAforLife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/success/system/member 
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Q&A 
 
Q1:  
A:  
 
 
 
 
 

Case Studies . . .  
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